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Note of use of the method X-FEM

Summarized

the purpose of  this note is to give  the necessary information so that user can carry out computations with 
Code_Aster by means of the wide finite element method (X-FEM for eXtended Finite Method Element) [1].

The first part introduces the purposes of the wide finite element method and points out the basic principles of X-
FEM and of level sets.

The second part presents the possibilities and the operational limit of X-FEM in Code_Aster.

The three following parts detail the implementation of X-FEM in Code_Aster, for a computation without or with 
contact on the lips of crack, then for a computation of under-thickness.

Finally, the last part gives many practical advices.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Why use X-FEM?

The method X-FEM  [1] is  a simple  extension of  the finite  element  method.  It  authorizes a mesh 
independent of the geometry of the problem. Borders, holes, cracks become entities which one can 
insert, to move, propagate, without having to modify the mesh. A simple and single mesh replaces 
several complex meshes thus. To represent a discontinuity or a singularity within the finite elements, 
the base of the shape functions is enriched, by means of the properties of the partition of the unit. In 
cracking,  the  discontinuity  of  displacement  (or  temperature)  due  to crack  is  introduced  by  a 
generalized Heaviside function and the addition of the asymptotic fields at the end of crack improves 
the  accuracy  in  elastic  fracture  mechanics.  Moreover,  the  method  of  the  “level  sets”  proves 
particularly practical 3D to represent cracks and effective for the phase of propagation, the principal 
idea being to regard the interface as the Iso-zero of a function outdistances.

One can use X-FEM for:
• to represent a crack (discontinuity of displacements or temperature), 
• to represent an interface between two disjoined solids (discontinuity of displacements or the 

temperature), 
• to represent a hole or a vacuum (under-thickness for example), 
• to represent the interface between two materials (discontinuities of the stresses).

Representation of a crack
In fracture mechanics, a crack comprises two lips and a crack tip. The lips are initially confused, if not, 
one speaks about notch. The field of displacement (or temperature) is discontinuous through the lips 
of crack, and the stress field is singular in crack tip.
In Code_Aster, it is possible to define a crack (see the implementation with the §1111) thanks to two 
functions level sets and to make it propagate.

Representation of an interface between two disjoined solids
the two solids are separated by an interface (examples: a geological  fault  between two layers, the 
crushing of a piece on a fixed frame, two thermically isolated solids). The field of  displacement or 
temperature is discontinuous through the interface. The materials on both sides of the interface can be 
different, but have the same constitutive law. Of the contact is possibly defined on the interface.
This functionality is possible in Code_Aster, by defining the interface by a function level set (see the 
implementation with the §44).

Representation of a hole or a vacuum
It is a typical  case of the preceding case where one of solids is vacuum. For that, no condition of 
contact  is  defined on the interface.  If  no loading is applied to solid corresponding to the vacuum 
(except the blocking of the rigid modes) it does not intervene in computation, and plays the part of 
“vacuum”.
This functionality  is possible in  Code_Aster,  by defining the interface between the matter  and the 
vacuum by a function level set (see the implementation with the §55).

Representation of an interface in a bimatériau
In a bimatériau, the two materials “are stuck”, displacement through the interface between the two 
materials is continuous, but the stresses are discontinuous.
This functionality is not possible in Code_Aster.
 
In the continuation of this document, one will employ the general term of “crack”, which will indicate 
either a crack, or an interface.

1.2 Specificity of a computation with X-FEM

Compared to a classical computation, certain stages are particular:
• creation of mesh: the mesh does not comprise a crack, 
• definition of crack: the crack not being contained in the mesh, it should be defined of another 

way, 
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• modification of the model: certain elements must be nouveau riches in order to represent a 
discontinuity of  displacement or temperature through crack and the singularity of  stress in 
crack tip, 

• postprocessing of visualization: in order to visualize the opening of crack or the discontinuity 
of the field of temperature, it is necessary to create a mesh of visualization and the fields of 
result associated.

     

1.3 Associated documentation

User's manual:

• DEFI_FISS_XFEM [U4.82.08]; 
• MODI_MODELE_XFEM [U4.44.11]; 
• POST_MAIL_XFEM [U4.82.21];
• POST_CHAM_XFEM [U4.82.22];
• PROPA_FISS [U4.82.11]. 

Validation's manual (case tests):

• ASCOU01: Linear elastic design in a fissured elbow [V1.10.113];
• HPLV103: Computation of KI  and G  thermoelastic 3D for a circular crack [V7.03.103];
• HSNV132: Fissure X-FEM in thermoelasticity [V7.22.132];
• SDLS114: Computation  of  the  stress  intensity  factors  of  a  plate  fissured  by  modal 

recombination [V2.03.114];
• SDLS120: Plate  2D  fissured  subjected  to  a  loading  in  Mode  I .  Validation  of  modal 

computation with X-FEM [V2.03.120];
• SDLV130: Plate  3D  fissured  subjected  to  a  loading  in  Mode  I .  Validation  of  modal 

computation with X-FEM [V2.03.130];
• SSLP313: Crack  inclined  in  an  unlimited  plate,  subjected  to a  uniform  tension  ad 

infinitum [V3.02.313];
• SSLP315: Propagation of a crack inclined in out of plate in 2D [V3.02.315];
• SSLP316: Validation of the estimator of X-FEM error on a fissured plate [V3.02.316];
• SSLP317: Validation of macro-command RAFF_XFEM on a multi-fissured plate [V3.04.317];
• SSLP318: Propagation of a crack X-FEM not emerging solicited in mode I  [V3.02.318];
• SSLP319: Propagation of two emerging cracks XFEM solicited in mode I  [V3.02.319];
• SSLP320 : Propagation of an emerging crack X-FEM solicited in Mode I  [V3.02.320]; 
• SSLP321 : Propagation of a crack X-FEM in a flexbeam 3 points [V3.02.321]; 
• SSLP322: Propagation of a crack X-FEM in a flexbeam 3 points with 3 holes [V3.02.322]; 
• SSLP323: Propagation of a radial crack leading to a disc in rotation [V3.02.323];
• SSLV110: Elliptic crack in an infinite medium [V3.04.110];
• SSLV134: Fissure circular in infinite medium [V3.04.134];
• SSLV311: Fissure in quarter of ellipse to the corner of a thick disc in rotation [V3.04.311];
• SSLV313: Tube under pressure fissured - validation of the method X-FEM [V3.04.313];
• SSLV314: Propagation of a crack planes in mode I pure in 3D [V3.04.314];
• SSLV315: Propagation of a crack inclined in mixed mode in 3D [V3.04.315];
• SSLV316: Cracking with propagation imposed with X-FEM [V3.04.316]; 
• SSNP110: Fissure edge in a rectangular plate finished in elastoplasticity [V6.03.110];
• SSNP138: Crack inclined in 2D with X-FEM [V6.03.138];
• SSNP144: Use of a model at cohesive zones with the method X-FEM [V6.03.144];
• SSNP503: Contact in great slidings with X-FEM for horizontal cracks [V6.03.503];
• SSNP504: Contact in great slidings with X-FEM for oblique cracks [V6.03.504]; 
• SSNV108: Test-tube CT - Round Robin European in Fracture mechanics (1985) [V6.04.108];
• SSNV166: Roll fissured under multiple loadings [V6.04.166];
• SSNV173: Bar fissured with X-FEM [V6.04.173];
• SSNV182: Block with interface in contact rubbing with X-FEM [V6.04.182];
• SSNV185: Fissure emerging in a plate 3D of width finished with X-FEM [V6.04.185];
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• SSNV186: LBB condition and contact rubbing with X-FEM [V6.04.186];
• SSNV191: Validation of the conditions of Neumann with X-FEM in 3D [V6.04.191];
• SSNV192: Test-tube with central crack X-FEM [V6.04.192];
• SSNV195: Bar in multi-cracking with X-FEM [V6.04.195];
• SSNV198: Conditions of Dirichlet with X-FEM in 3D [V6.04.198];
• SSNV201: Block with interface in contact slide with X-FEM [V6.04.201];
• SSNV203: Application of a pressure on the lips of a crack with X-FEM [V6.04.203];
• SSNV209: Interface while contact-rubbing with X-FEM [V6.04.209];
• SSNV507: Rotation of a rigid inclusion with X-FEM [V6.04.507];
• SSNV508: Block with interface in tension and side pressure without contact [V6.04.508];
• SSNV509: Catenary in contact rubbing with quadratic X-FEMs [V6.04.509];
• SSNV510: Uniaxial pressing of a multi-fissured block [V6.04.510];
• SSNV511: Block cut out by two interfaces intersected with X-FEM [V6.04.511];
• SSNV512: Block cut out by a vertical crack connecting between two cracks horizontal with X-

FEM [V6.04.512];
• SSNV513: Block cut out by three interfaces being sequentially built with X-FEM [V6.04.513];
• TTLA203: Roll with adiabatic crack with imposed temperatures [V4.19.203];
• TTLP101: Plate fissured with temperatures imposed with condition of exchange through the 

lips of the crack [V4.23.101] 
• TPLP305: Bar with temperatures imposed with adiabtic interface of type X-FEM [V4.05.305];
• ZZZZ255: Validation of option TEST_MAIL in PROPA_FISS [V1.01.255];

   
Documentation of reference:

• Extended Finite Method Element: General information [R7.02.12];
• Algorithms of crack propagation with X-FEM [R7.02.13];
• Contact in small slidings with X-FEM [R5.03.54];
• Contact in great slidings with X-FEM [R5.03.53].

Data-processing description:
• Data structures related to X-FEM [D4.10.02];
• Implementation of the approach “great slidings with X-FEM” [D9.05.06].
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2 Possibilities and limits of X-FEM in Code_Aster

This part to date synthesizes the opportunities given by Code_Aster, in term of use of X-FEM.

Note:
The very first components of X-FEM are available as of version 7, and do not offer great  
interest. Version 8 corresponds to the first three year old fruits of developments, and makes  
it possible to carry out a mechanical computation in linear elasticity 2D or 3D, with boundary  
conditions far from crack, itself represented by of level sets. The taking into account of the  
contact on the lips of crack is possible. Version 9 brings many advanced features (multi-
cracking, plasticity…). Version 10 proposes algorithms of automatic propagation robust. In  
version 11 the method X-FEM is extended to the linear operator of thermal in order to take  
into account in the problem of thermal initially definite crack for the mechanical problem.

2.1 Phenomenon, modelization and finite elements nouveau riches

the finite elements X-FEM are only available in  mechanics and  thermal. It  is thus not possible to 
model a crack with X-FEM for an acoustic computation.

For the “   MECHANICAL” phenomenon     :  

The finite  elements X-FEM can 3D result  from  the modelizations,  C_PLAN, D_PLAN or 
AXIS. A contrario, the elements X-FEM under-integrated (modelizations *_SI) are not available.

All the geometrical types of meshes are available:
In 3D:

• meshes principal:  TETRA4,  PYRAM5,  PENTA6,  HEXA8,  TETRA10,  PYRAM13,  PENTA15, 
HEXA20 ;

• meshes of edge: TRIA3, QUAD4, TRIA6, QUAD8.
In Axisymmetric Plane stresses/Plane strains/:

• meshes principal: TRIA3, QUAD4, TRIA6, QUAD8 ;
• meshes of edge: SEG2, SEG3.

Attention, the quadratic elements X-FEM especially miss robustness (in 3D) and one advises to 
use linear elements X-FEM.

For the “   THERMAL” phenomenon     :  

The finite elements X-FEM can result from the modelizations 3D, PLANE, and AXIS.
It  is  not  on the  other  hand possible  to  enrich  the  other  modelizations  by  this  phenomenon: 
3D_DIAG, PLAN_DIAG, AXIS_DIAG, AXIS_FOURIER, COQUE, COQUE_PLAN, COQUE_AXIS.

The geometrical types of meshes following are available:
In 3D:

• meshes principal: TETRA4, PYRAM5, PENTA6, HEXA8 ;
• meshes of edge: TRIA3, QUAD4

In plane or axisymmetric modelization:
• meshes principal: TRIA3, QUAD4 ;
• meshes of edge: SEG2

Notices on 1D elements modelization 3D:
The edge elements 1D contained in a modelization 3D cannot be nouveau riches. If these 
1D elements are not useful in computation, best is not to put them in the model. If they are 
really useful, it is not necessary that they are close to crack.

2.2 Constitutive law
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In mechanics, all the constitutive laws are available (COMP_ELAS or COMP_INCR) in small strains :
• in HP (small displacements and small rotations): DEFORMATION=' PETIT'
• in large displacements & rotations: DEFORMATION=' GROT_GDEP' but only with  COMP_INCR.

The other models of strains (as for example DEFORMATION=' PETIT_REAC' ) are not available.

Notice on the axisymmetric modelization:
It is noted that the axisymmetric modelization is available only in small strain in HP. 

In thermal, the method X-FEM is available only for operator THER_LINEAIRE : only the case of the 
linear thermal is treated (material parameters independent of the temperature). Thermal conductivity 
must moreover be isotropic.

2.3 Definition of cracks

the number of cracks is unlimited. It is also possible to bring them closer so that they cut out the same 
element. One can also connect them one with the other. The crack tips must nevertheless respect a 
minimum  distance  with  close  crack:  at  least  two  meshes not  cut  out  must  separate  them.  This 
restriction can be circumvented by refining the mesh locally.

Four different ways to define a crack are possible:
• maybe by pre-established geometrical forms (ellipse…) where one asks for the geometrical 

parameters  (equatorial  radius….).  The form  pre-established available  are  the  most  usual 
cracks: in 2D, crack on a segment or a half-line; in 3D, crack planes with rectilinear or elliptic 
bottom, cylindrical crack. It is the method recommended.

• maybe by the data of two mesh groups (one for a lip, the other for the crack tip). This method 
is practical when one already has a mesh of crack;

• maybe by the data of the analytical formulas of the level-sets. This method is not adapted to 
cracks of complex form;

• maybe by second reading of 2 already existing fields at nodes.

Thanks to these four methods of definition of the level-sets, all  the cases which one met until  now 
could be treated.

The definition  of  an interface is  done in  the same way.  In fact,  only  the level-set  norm must  be 
defined.

Note:
The  method  X-FEM  theoretically  makes  it  possible  to  represent  a  strong  discontinuity  
(cracks  or  interface)  or  a  low  discontinuity  (interface  between  stuck  bi--materials).  All  
depends on the function of enrichment introduced into the approximation of displacement or 
the temperature. In Code_Aster, only a strong discontinuity (field of displacements, stresses,  
or of temperature discontinuous) are possible [§ 1.1 ]. 

2.4 Contact friction

It is possible to take into account the contact (possibly contact slide) on the lips of the same crack. The 
only authorized method is the continuous method, without wear. It is impossible to define other contact 
zones. The taking into account of friction is not correct in the general case (only of the quite precise 
configurations function  correctly)  and it  is  strongly  disadvised  using it.  The postprocessing of  the 
degrees of freedom of the contact is not easy because the array of contact is not completely created if  
the integration of the terms of contact is done by the method of Gauss. 

With the restrictions above, the taking into account of the contact and friction are also possible under 
assumptions of great slidings, in 2D as in 3D. This functionality is activated as soon as one informs 
key  word  REAC_GEOM=' AUTOMATIQUE' or  REAC_GEOM=' CONTRÔLE' (key  word  of  operator 
DEFI_CONTACT).

The diagram of integration used for the terms of contact is by default a diagram of Gauss. The other 
possible diagrams are nodal integration, the diagrams of Simpson (3 and 5 points), and the diagrams 
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of Newton-Dimensions (4, 5 and 10 points). One however advises the user to choose integration with 
the nodes.

At the present time, the contact on elements containing the point of crack is treated into small and 
great slidings.

In short, the related aspects with the rubbing contact are still  on an experimental basis and do not 
have to be used for an industrial study.

2.5 Cohesive zones

It is also possible to take into account the presence of forces of cohesion at the time of the opening of 
an interface X-FEM. Cohesion is modelled by cohesive model CZM_EXP_REG already existing of finite 
element method classics (see [U2.05.07]).

At the present time, the cohesive model cannot be used on elements containing the point of crack in 
2D and 3D.

Just like the rubbing contact, the related aspects with the cohesive models are still on an experimental 
basis and do not have to be used for an industrial study.

2.6 Boundary conditions and loadings

Case of the mechanics:

Only certain boundary conditions can be imposed on the nodes or elements X-FEM:
• DDL_IMPO (DX, DY or DZ) on a node X-FEM (but not on a point of intersection), 
• FACE_IMPO (DNOR or DTAN) on a node X-FEM (but not on a point of intersection), 
• pressure, distributed force on edge X-FEM elements, 
• volume force (of standard internal force, gravity or rotation) on the elements X-FEM, 
• pressure on the lips.

In particular, it is not possible to impose a relation between degrees of freedom nouveau riches, 
nor to use AFFE_CHAR_CINE on nodes nouveau riches.

To impose a pressure on the lips of crack, one cannot use classical key word GROUP_MA because 
no mesh group of corresponds to the lips. For that, AFFE_CHAR_MECA/PRES_REP/FISSURE 
should  be used.

Case of the thermal:

To impose a condition of exchange between the lips of crack, or to impose the continuity of the 
field  of  temperature  through  a  crack,  it  is  necessary  to  use   AFFE_CHAR_THER (or 
AFFE_CHAR_THER_F) /ECHANGE_PAROI/FISSURE. In the first case one will inform key word 
COEF_H, in the second key word TEMP_CONTINUE.

No other boundary condition can be imposed on elements X-FEM or nodes of elements X-FEM, in 
the same way, no source term can be imposed on the elements X-FEM. 
The user  must  thus ensure himself  to  apply  sufficiently  his  loadings “far”  from  crack,  i.e. on 
elements not nouveau riches (or nodes belonging to elements not nouveau riches). It is important 
to stress that like it does not exist edge X-FEM elements for the thermal modelizations, a null flux 
condition is imposed by default on the intersection between the border of the field considered and 
the edges of the principal elements X-FEM.

2.7 Thermomechanical computation

If one wishes to carry out a computation chains thermomechanical, The computation thermal must be 
carried out on a sane mesh, without discontinuity of the temperature through the lips of crack. For 
short  cracks,  that  does not  pose really  a  problem  because  one  can  generally  consider  that  the 
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temperature is continuous through crack. For long cracks, the fact of considering a field of continuous 
temperature through crack constitutes an approximation of which it is necessary to be conscious.
The  computation  mechanical  is  carried  out  in  a  usual  way,  with  the  temperature  like  command 
variable. Only the operators of resolution  MECA_STATIQUE and STAT_NON_LINE allow to take into 
account elements X-FEM.

Note:
It is not for time not possible to use like command variable of mechanical computation a 
temperature resulting from a thermal computation X-FEM: the transfer of this field between 
the operators of thermal and mechanics constitutes an evolution to come. 

2.8 Postprocessings of visualization

the visualization of the results on a sane mesh is not very relevant. A specific postprocessing makes it possible 
to generate a “pseudonym” cracked mesh. This mesh is only intended for postprocessings and does not have 
to be used for a computation (it is not a true mesh because it does not respect certain properties of conformity 
in particular).

Then, another postprocessing makes it  possible to generate, starting from result  computation X-FEM and of 
this “pseudonym” cracked mesh: 
•fields of displacements, stresses and local variables in mechanics 
•a field of temperature in thermal 

Then, these fields can be used for other postprocessings ( CALC_CHAMP … ). 

Note:

The transition of  a CHAM_ELNO with  a CHAM_NO is not possible because of “pseudonym” 
mesh.

2.9 Fracture mechanics

The computation of rate of energy restitution G  and the stress intensity factors K I , K II  and K III  
is possible either by extrapolation of  the jumps of  displacements (POST_K1_K2_K3) or by method 

G−  (CALC_G). There exist certain particular restrictions for X-FEM and CALC_G (see [U4.82.03] for 
more precise details).

Notice on the computation of the stress intensity factor dynamic:
It  is  possible to  calculate for  X-FEM the dynamic stress  intensity  factors  and the (for  a  
transient computation) modal stress intensity factors (associates with the deformed modal  
ones), to see [U4.82.03] for more information. 

2.10 Propagation

automatic operator PROPA_FISS of propagation of fatigue cracks is available in fatigue it in 2D and 
3D.
  
Operator  PROPA_FISS proposes  4  methods  (METHODE_PROPA  =  “MESH”,  “SIMPLEXE”, 
“UPWIND” and “GEOMETRIQUE”), available in 2D and 3D.

As starter, it  is necessary to provide him an array containing the factors of intensity of the stresses 
along  (of)  the  bottom  (S)  of  cracks  for  each  crack.  These  arrays  must  come  from  CALC_G or 
POST_K1_K2_K2.  To note that  all  the cracks of  structure must  be propagated in only one call  to 
operator PROPA_FISS.
  
The model of propagation is a model of Paris (in each point of the crack tip). The maximum increment 
of propagation to each iteration is imposed by the user.
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The  angle  of  bifurcation  is  calculated  in  PROPA_FISS (the  choice  of  the  criterion  of  angle  of 
bifurcation is given to the user). The by default criterion is that of the maximum circumferential stress 
(“maximum hoop stress criterion”). It is also possible to choose an angle of bifurcation with beforehand 
calculated. In this case, it is necessary that this angle was added in a column  BETA of the array in 
entry of PROPA_FISS.

Method   MAILLAGE   (projection):   definition of the 2 level  sets from a mesh of the lips and bottom. In 
order  to  propagate  the  level  sets,  one  modifies  this  mesh  with  each  iteration  of  propagation 
(METHODE_PROPA=' MAILLAGE') [11] [12]. One thus uses two meshes distinct (crack and structure) 
and only the “mesh” from crack is modified. Once this updated “mesh”, one recomputes new the level 
sets by direct computation of the distance to the crack (orthogonal projection on the “mesh” of crack).

Method   SIMPLEXE   : resolution of the equations of reactualization of the level  sets by the technique 
known as of the simplex. This method consists in evaluating the contribution of each element to the 
reactualization of the level set in a node, then with sorting the positive contributions in order to obtain 
a monotonous diagram. Its principal  limit  comes owing to the fact that it  is developed only for the 
elements simplexes (triangles in 2D and tetrahedrons in 3D), but an attempt at extension was carried 
out for others meshes (QUAD4, HEXA8).

Method   UPWIND     :   resolution of the equations of reactualization of the level sets by a diagram with the 
selective finite differences on a disjoined regular grid of structure.

Method    GEOMETRIQUE     :   the level  sets are recomputed with each step of  propagation by means of 
geometrical relations starting from the crack tip. This method does not have any limitation.

Advice on the choice of the method D E propagation is given to the §7.527.

2.11 Various restrictions

compatibility with the advanced methods of Code_Aster is not assured. In particular, it is impossible to 
use X-FEM with:

• sensitivity, 
• FETI, 
• in dynamics, 
• the substructuring, 
• a model of cohesive zones except those mentioned with the §88.
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3 Implementation: without contact on the lips of crack

This part explains step by step the various stages of a computation with X-FEM. One will be able to 
refer to the case SSNV192a test for example, which 3D implements a computation of a test-tube with 
a right central crack.

3.1 Creation of the mesh and the operational model

specificity compared to a classical computation comes owing to the fact that with X-FEM, the mesh 
should not comprise crack. One thus leaves a mesh of healthy structure. This mesh is thus simpler to 
realize than a mesh where the crack is with a grid: no need to define two lips, no need to net a torus in 
crack tip.

If need be, not to forget to direct meshes edge which will support a loading of type pressure, as for a 
usual mesh.

A  model  is  then  affected  with  this  mesh  by  the  command  AFFE_MODELE.  Only  the  phenomena 
“MECANIQUE” and  “THERMAL”  are  authorized.  This  model  is  described  as “healthy”  because it 
comprises only of the finite elements classical and no element X-FEM. It is used for the definition of 
crack.

The modelizations supported in mechanics are: 

3D, C_PLAN, D_PLAN and AXIS. 

The modelizations supported in thermiqe are: 

3D, PLAN.et AXIS . Definition

3.2 of crack Each

crack is defined by a call  to  command DEFI_FISS_XFEM  [2 ].  As he is recalled  to  the §2.32.3 
different ways to define a crack are possible. This paragraph details in which cases it is preferable to 
use one or the other way. By

the data of two mesh groups This
method is practical if one has a mesh of crack (coming from a preceding study for example), it is then 
enough to inform the mesh group corresponding either to the upper lip, or with the lower lip, and to 
also inform the mesh group of the crack tip. This
method can be also used if the fissure shape is too complex to be defined using analytical formulas. 
One  then  carries  out  a  mesh  of  the  surface  of  crack,  disjoins  mesh  of  structure.  One  could 
consider the following sequence in the future: image

• 3D by tomography of crack in real structure, digitalization
• of the image and creation of the surface CAD associated with crack, mesh 
• of the surface of crack, definition
• of crack by the command DEFI_FISS_XFEM . 

To  note  that  if  the  mesh  of  the  crack  east  disjoins  mesh  of  healthy  structure,  one  needs the 
concatenate prior to the definition of model (ASSE_MAILLAGE/OPERATION=' SUPERPOSE'). By

the data of the analytical formulas of the level sets
the formulas characterizing the level-sets must represent the true functions outdistances (on surface 
and the crack tip). If not, the computation of the distance to the crack tip by: will be

r=lsn2
lst 2

  

erroneous. This
technique is well adapted to simple cracks of forms: crack planes circular, crack planes right… By
 
pre-established geometrical forms
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a catalog of  the crack shapes is available.  Such a catalog is essential  because certain  functions 
distance do not have a mathematical writing clarifies and require a numerical computation. Moreover, 
the use of a catalog being fastest, other simple forms usual will be integrated, which will of level sets. 
limit also the risk of error in the definition 

The second stage of the definition of crack is the directional sense of the crack tip (in 3D). This stage 
is a little  delicate,  and passes by the definition of  two vectors of  directional  sense and a point  of 
anchorage. It is advised to refer to the examples detailed in [2] and with the files commands of the 
cases tests. Moreover, it is paramount always to check the list of the points of crack tip found (and 
their coordinates), printed by the command DEFI_FISS_XFEM in the message file, the ideal being to 
plot the curve thus discretized of the crack tip. It is important to also check that the number of found 
crack tips corresponds well to that expected. Note:

If
the crack  is  defined starting  from the catalog of  pre-established geometrical  forms,  the 
directional sense of the bottom is made automatically. Two

other checks are possible: to visualize the fields level-sets, and to visualize the “pseudonym” mesh 
intended for visualization. The fields level-sets can be extracted the concept created by the command 
DEFI_FISS_XFEM  , each field  level-set  being extracted  by  a  call  to  the  command CREATED 
_CHAMP/OPERATION=' EXTR' [3 ]. Each level-set can be then visualized (for example with gmsh 
or Salomé) following an IMPR_RESU with the adequate format. Version 5.1.4 of Salomé is not ideal 
to visualize the level  sets because it does not make it possible to display Iso-values filled in Scalar 
map (filled Iso-been worth in the language gmsh ) without making lissage of the colors. The use of 
gmsh is thus recommended, with the adjustments of the mitre Arranges following (example given in 
version 1.65): Figure

 

3.2 3.2-a adjustments of gmsh (v 1.65) for the visualization of level sets Two

colors are displayed: in blue for the zones where the level-set is negative,  and in red for the zones 
where the level-set is positive. The choice of the limits and Min  can Max  be different, it is enough 
that the interval is centered into 0. One
 
will be able however to use Salomé and display the Iso-surface of the level-sets in “Iso-surfaces”. 
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The second checking is that  of  the “pseudonym” mesh,  but  this  one is  not  created that  after  the 
enriched model. This last checking will be explained to the §3.63.6
 

3.3 of the enriched model The model

enriched is created by the command MODI_MODELE_XFEM [4 ] starting from the operational model 
[§3.13.1 of crack defined by DEFI_FISS_XFEM  [§ 3.23.2If  several cracks were defined by several 
calls preliminary to DEFI_FISS_XFEM , then the entry of MODI_MODELE_XFEM will be the list 
of the names of these cracks. There is no limitation concerning the number of cracks, in mechanics as 
in thermal. In
          
mechanics, it  is moreover  possible to cut out an element with several  cracks. Some nodes of  the 
element will be then nouveau riches with several Heaviside functions. The support of an element can 
be cut out per as many cracks as one wants, provided that the support of each one of its nodes is not 
cut more than 4 times. Attention, that does not function for enrichment S basic of cracks. A crack tip 
must be separated by at least 2 meshes NON-crossed of another crack. It may be that during cutting 
in operator MODI_MODELE_XFEM  , there is a planting caused by the limit  on the maximum 
number of subelements: that arrives when the element and should then be spaced the cracks Re-are 
cut out too much. This limitation should be temporary while waiting for that the size of the elementary 
card 3D X-FEM is increased without that harming the performances of the code (file 15958). One can 
also have certain problems of conditioning which produce a null pivot during the factorization of the 
matrix: that arrives in 3D and one can in waiting of development to leave itself there by means of the 
MUMPS solver. If the cracks cross or connect one with the other, it is imperative to use beforehand 
key word JONCTION in DEFI_FISS_XFEM under penalty of false results. The Figure 3.3 3.3-a 
an example of a plate with a grid with quadrangles, comprising three cracks X-FEM (2 in red and one 
in blue). The grayed elements are those crossed by red cracks. The green elements are the elements 
of crack tips. The purple elements those are concerned with the third crack which connects on the two 
first.  These elements  can  be common  with  the  grayed  elements  of  the  first  two cracks,  but  the 
elements cannot be at the same time green and purple. In 

thermal, this functionality is not available. So the model healthy is a thermal model and that key word 
JONCTION is used, the code stops in fatal error with a message user. Figure

   

3.3 3.3-a example of a plate comprising 3 cracks This
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model enriched must be used for all the continuation of computation. In particular, one must and the 
affect  the  materials  loadings  on  this  model,  and  use  it  in  the  operations  of  resolution 
MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE . Specific charge 
 

3.4 X-FEM and other loadings

the  use  of  the  contact  with  X-FEM  requires  an  additional  expenditure  which  consists  in 
imposing relations  between  the  degrees  of  freedom  of  contact  (management  of  condition  LBB 
[R5.03.54]).  This  load must  thus be obligatorily  and only  used during a computation  X-FEM with 
contact. One finds the line following one in the cases corresponding tests of the base: CHXFEM 

=AFFE_CHAR_MECA (MODELE=…, LIAISON_XFEM=' OUI') (them
          
… replace the name of the enriched model). One
 
should not forget to specify this load during the resolution, i.e. under key word EXCIT =_F (CHARGE= 
of the command MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE . If not, the resolution of the problem 
will lead in the majority of the cases to a null pivot. 
 
The other loadings are created in a usual way, by respecting the limitations mentioned with the § 2.6 
2.6 Resolution 

3.5

the resolution of the mechanical equilibrium with X-FEM is carried out in a classical way, but only with 
the operators of resolution MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE . 

The resolution of the equation of heat with X-FEM is carried out in a classical way, but only with the 
operator of resolution THER_LINEAIRE . Postprocessing

3.6 of visualization

the creation of the mesh of visualization is by the command made POST _MAIL_XFEM [5 ], which 
generates a “pseudonym” mesh, nonin conformity.  This mesh is based on the sane mesh, whose 
elements X-FEM under-were cut out. To check the mesh of visualization makes it possible to control 
the position of crack, and thus to control that the level sets were correctly calculated. Let us note that 
the creation of the mesh of visualization makes use only of the enriched model and the sane mesh, 
therefore this phase of checking can be realized just after the creation of the model enriched, before 
the resolution. In order to
 
result create fields of corresponding to this mesh of visualization, it is necessary to create a model of 
visualization initially. For that, the command AFFE_MODELE should be used , exactly same way as 
for the model healthy, by just changing the name of the mesh and by putting the name of the mesh of  
visualization. 

The  creation  of  the  result  concept  associated with  the  model  of  visualization  is  made  by  the 
command POST _CHAM_XFEM [6 ]. This command result generates for the mechanics the fields of 
DEPL , SIEF_ELGA , VARI_ELGA , and for the thermal field TEMP . This result can be then 
used like result  resulting from a classical  computation,  in  particular,  the fields can be printed with 
command IMPR_RESU  (with med format  for example )  to  be visualized  with  a  software  of 
postprocessing. This

result can be used for other postprocessings (nodal equivalent stresses, strains, forces…) in particular 
with command CALC_CHAMP . For certain options of postprocessing (EPSI_ELGA for example ) 
it  is  necessary by  the  command  to  recreate  a  material  field  on the  “pseudonym” cracked  mesh 
AFFE_MATERIAU . This material field will then be given in entry of CALC_CHAMP under key word 
CHAM_MATER . It is also the case so structural elements are contained in the mesh. It will be then 
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necessary  to  recreate  will  cara  it  _elem and to  inform  it  under  key  word  CARA_ELEM  of 
CALC_CHAMP . 

An  example  of  complete  postprocessing  (POST _MAIL_XFEM,  AFFE_MODELE  ,  POST 
_CHAM_XFEM, AFFE_MATERIAU  , CALC_CHAMP  , IMPR_RESU  ) is given in the benchmark 
ssnv 185b. Postprocessing 

3.7 in fracture mechanics As

for a crack with a grid, the computation of rate of energy restitution and G  stress intensity factors, 
K I and  K II  is  K III  possible  either  by  extrapolation  of  the  jumps  of  displacements 

(POST_K1_K2_K3) or by the method G-theta (CALC_G). The crack is directly indicated in these 
operators by the key word CRACK . 
Advice on the choice of the parameters of computation of and G  of  K  is given in the paragraphs 
§7.226 §7.327

3.8 - various processing
 
other postprocessings (for example, von Mises stresses…) are done from result associated with the 
model  with visualization.  Thus, one should not and the post-processing connect  directly  resolution 
(MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE) of the elementary fields (CALC_CHAMP). It is imperatively 
necessary result post-to treat the fields from resulting from POST _CHAM_XFEM. Implementation
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4 : with contact on an interface This

part  explains step by step the various stages of  a computation with  X-FEM where the contact  is 
defined on the lips of crack (here, an interface). It is advised to have read the preceding chapter. One 
will  be able  to  refer  to  the  cases tests  SSNV182,  SSNV186,  SSNV201,  SSNV209,  SSNP503 or 
SSNP504. Old

4.1 Quadratisation formulation

4.1.1 of the mesh

the contact on the crack X-FEM functions only with linear shape functions. The initial mesh is thus a 
mesh  comprising  only  the  meshes linear  ones.  However,  for  needs suitable  for  Code_Aster,  the 
elements of contact X-FEM require to have medium nodes. The first phase is thus the transformation 
of  the  linear  initial  mesh  in  quadratic  mesh,  thanks  to  the  command  CREATED 
_MAILLAGE/LINE_QUAD. Simplest is all to transform into meshes quadratic. The mesh

initial  linear  does  not  have  to  be  used  any  more  thereafter,  except  for  the  postprocessing  of 
visualization. Creation

4.1.2 of the operational model

a model is then affected with this quadratic mesh by the command AFFE_MODELE . To bring back 
itself to the finite elements whose associated mesh is quadratic, but whose shape functions are linear, 
it  is  necessary to  give  a  specific  modelization:  “  3D_XFEM_CONT”, “  CPLAN_XFEM_CONT” or “ 
DPLAN_XFEM_CONT”. The mesh groups to be affected by the specific modelization must be exactly 
all those quadratized by CREATED _MAILLAGE/LINE_QUAD. Simplest is all to affect by the specific 
modelization. New

4.2 formulation

the old formulation is not very optimal and limit the implementation of new features. A new formulation 
was thus introduced and it has possibilities more advanced already than the old one (in particular for 
the great slidings, where it is thus possible to use models 3D or to introduce crack tips). We highly 
recommend  this  formulation  to  the  user  because  it  is  now this  one  which  is  the  object  of  the 
developments in hand and to come (intersections, quadratic shape functions). For

this formulation, there does not require to make the mesh initial quadratic (if one wishes to use linear 
shape functions) and the creation of  the operational  model is done exactly  as in the case without 
contact. Definition

4.3 of the interface

an  interface  is  defined  by  only  one  level  set:  the  level-set  norm.  It  is  necessary  to  specify  in 
DEFI_FISS_XFEM  the type of discontinuity: TYPE _DISCONTINUITE=' INTERFACE'. Contrary

to the case of a true crack, it is not necessary to define the true function outdistances. An unspecified 
level-set  is  enough,  provided  that  the  Iso-zero  of  the  level-set  coincides  with  the  interface.  For 
example, the true function outdistances signed with the circle of center and C  of is R  : but

LSN=  X −X C 
2
Y −Y C

2
−R  

a function level-set whose Iso-zero coincides with the circle is for example: Creation 

LSN= X −X C 
2
Y−Y C 

2
−R2  

4.4 of the model enriched
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the characteristic by the case where the contact is defined on the interface or fissures X-FEM is that it 
should be specified during the creation of the enriched model, by the key word CONTACT = ' OUI' 
of the command MODI_MODELE_XFEM . The restriction on the positioning of several cracks is 
the same one as that explained to the §3.33.3

4.5 - material

the definition of a different material  on both sides of the interface is not easy because normally,  a 
material  is  defined by mesh groups,  therefore  on a mesh,  there is  inevitably  the same material. 
However in the case of an interface crossing a mesh, one could wish to have different materials on 
both sides of the interface. This is nevertheless possible if: 

• the level-set norm is an explicit function of space, 
• the constitutive law is the same one on all the mesh. In this case, 

one can define the characteristic materials (like and E  )  according to a command variable,  VC
which is in fact the level-set norm. LSN One thus proceeds as follows: One

X ,Y LSN X ,Y VC=LSN X ,Y E ,= f VC   

passes by a command variable because the material  cannot depend directly on the coordinates of 
space. The function is f  a function of the type: where

if VC0 then E ,=E1,


1
else E ,=E2,


2
  

and E1,


1
  are E 2,


2
  the properties of the two materials in question. Contact load

4.6 During

the creation of the contact load, it is necessary to specify METHODE = “XFEM”, and to give the 
name of  crack under key word FISS  _MAIT.  The method of  contact  activated is the continuous 
method. It

can  be  useful  for  the  convergence  of  the  algorithm  to  specify  the  diagram  of  integration  per 
INTEGRATION = ' NOEUD' or INTEGRATION = ' SIMPSON'. Specific charge

4.7 Like

any computation X-FEM, it is necessary to define a specific charge (see §3.43.4 and in the case of the 
contact,  to  add  of  the  command  the  contact  load  under  key  word  CONTACT_XFEM 
AFFE_CHAR_MECA :  CHXFEM

=AFFE_CHAR_MECA  (MODELE=…,  LIAISON_XFEM='  OUI',  CONTACT_XFEM=…) 
Postprocessing

4.8 of visualization All

that is explained to the §3.63.6 valid, but the sane mesh with informing is the linear initial mesh. (in 
POST _MAIL_XFEM and POST _CHAM_XFEM). Moreover, the model of visualization is the copy of 
the operational model, but with the classical modelizations “3D ”, “CPLAN ”, “DPLAN” and “AXIS 
”. Postprocessing

4.9 in fracture mechanics It

is  completely  possible  to  calculate  and  G  on  K  a  partially  closed  crack  completely  or.  The 
computation  is  done  with  operators  POST  _K1_K2_K3  or CALC_G  .  For operator  POST 
_K1_K2_K3, the mesh with informing is the linear initial mesh. If
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the crack tip is closed, the theoretical value of or G  is K  0, but one approaches any with command 
CALC_G only with meshes the very small ones. Postprocessing

 

4.10 of the contact As

for a classical computation of  contact,  the field VALE_CONT  , which gives information about the 
values of certain quantities related to the contact, is calculated and can be post-treaty. However, if the 
terms of contact are integrated numerically by a method of Gauss, the quantities defined in Gauss 
points of the facets of contact could not be displayed. Implementation 
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5 : hole or under-thickness In order to

represent a hole or a under-thickness by X-FEM, one makes use of  the definition D” an interface, 
which represents the edge of hole or the under-thickness. Let us take the example of a plate which 
presents a lack of  matter  on sides (grayed area of  the Figure  5 -  5-aThis lack of  matter  can be 
modelled according to its form by a portion of ellipse. Figure 

 

5 - 5-a example of one under-thickness on edge of a plate One

then  represents  the  interface  between the  plate  and  the  vacuum  by  a  level-set  of  type  elliptic 
inclusion, whose formula is written simply: LN

=FORMULE (NOM_PARA= (“X”, “Y”), VALE=' (X-Cx) ** 2 (b*b)+ (Y-Cy) ** 2 (a*a) 
- 1. “) where

of  Cx ,Cy  the center of L” ellipse and the lengths of the semi-axes a  b  of the ellipse are the 
coordinates. As

in the case of an interface between 2 solids in contact, one should define only the level-set norm, the 
level-set  tangential  is  not  used  for  nothing  here.  In  DEFI_FISS_XFEM  , one will  inform  only 
FONC_LN and one will specify the type of discontinuity: TYPE _DISCONTINUITE=' INTERFACE'. 
Figure

   

5 - 5-b deformed not amplified (left) and amplified (right) One

proceeds in the same way that for a case without contact. But it is necessary to take care to block 
the rigid modes of the empty part, for example by blocking two nodes of the grayed part. Best is 
to even impose an important displacement on these two nodes, so that it relocates the empty part 
far from the plate. This artifice makes it possible to visualize only the plate without the empty part 
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(see Figure 5 - 5-bRecall: to use MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE for the resolution. To 
impose

a loading of  pressure on the interface,  it  is  necessary to proceed as for  cracks:  to impose a 
pressure  on  the  2  with  dimensions  interface  (although  to  impose  the  pressure  only  on  with 
dimensions one “in the matter” will be sufficient). See the §2.62.6
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6 and recommendations on the mesh This

milked part of the adequacy enters the mesh used for the computation and the quality of the solution 
obtained. Initially one points out the problems of the refinement of mesh in the frame of the method X-
FEM. After a recall  of the definition of the size of mesh, a criterion to be respected on the sizes of 
meshes is given.  Then, various strategies of  refinement are presented. One details thereafter that 
based on the software Homard coupled to Code_Aster.  Lastly,  one summarizes the methodology 
recommended for the refinement of mesh in the frame X-FEM. 

6.1 The problems of the refinement of mesh in the frame X-FEM

the use of the method X-FEM make it possible to overcome certain difficulties related to the mesh. In 
particular, a free mesh of healthy structure is enough. Thereafter

,  the assumption will  be made that  the initial  sane mesh is sufficiently  fine to obtain an accuracy 
sufficient on displacements and stresses for a computation of a structure without crack. 

The introduction of crack brings to raise 2 questions: The mesh

–initial is it sufficiently fine to represent the geometrical shape of crack? The mesh

–initial  is  it  sufficiently  fine  for  the  postprocessing of  the  quantities  characteristic  of  the  fracture 
mechanics (rate of energy restitution and factors of intensity of the stresses)? 

The first  question is legitimate,  because the geometry  of  crack is characterized by the level  sets, 
whose values are carried to the nodes of the mesh. Thus the smoothness of the mesh influences the 
quality of the representation of crack, and thus the fissure shape. In the vast majority of the cases, the 
surface of crack is plane. This kind of surface can be represented accurately even with a relatively 
coarse mesh. In the contrary case (crack curves), it should be made sure that the curvature of crack 
can be represented well. 

The quality of the representation of the crack tip is also important. But the requirements in term of 
correct geometrical representation are negligible in front of those necessary for postprocessing (cf 2nd 
question ). 

2nd question is most alarming. Indeed, the stresses are singular at a peak of crack. One thus needs a 
mesh adapted for collecting this singularity well. With this problem is dealt with finite element method 
(FEM) by the use on the one hand of quadratic elements whose nodes mediums are moved with the 
quarter of the edges (elements known as of “Barsoum”) and on the other hand of a radiant mesh which 
allows a strong refinement in the zone of postprocessing. With

X-FEM, the addition of asymptotic functions of enrichment is during elements of Barsoum. But that 
only affects very locally. One thus needs a mesh relatively refined in the zone of postprocessing. Also 
let us note that only the linear elements X-FEM are considered in this note (the quadratic elements X-
FEM being currently in the course of optimization). 

Obtaining a sufficiently fine mesh is the heart of this chapter. The purpose is to specify initially which 
must be the smoothness of the mesh in the zone of postprocessing. Then, the approach of obtaining 
such a refinement is explained. Note:

The case of the interfaces is more problematic because on the one hand the interfaces are generally 
curved  and on the other hand conditions of  unilateral  contact  are often defined on the interfaces. 
However of the contact to solve correctly the problem between 2 curved surfaces, it is imperative that 
surfaces  are  represented  by  of  the  finite  elements  order  2.  A  thesis  on  the  curved  interfaces 
represented by of the level sets of order 2 is in hand. However, one will not treat in this chapter the 
case of the refinement of mesh for the interfaces. Definition 
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6.2 of the size of a mesh One

of  the mesh defines the size of  a mesh (or diameter  of  a mesh) like  the value  the length D ela 
backbone. This size can be easily calculated in modulus SMESH of  Salome (Control  →  Diameter 
Element 2D or 3D). Criteria

6.3 on the sizes of meshes

the accuracy of the computation of rate of energy restitution () andG  the factors of intensity of the 
stresses () isK  directly dependant in keeping with elements close to the crack tip. It is advisable to 
distinguish 2 lengths: 

–the length of the elements in the orthogonal plane with the crack tip in 3D, i.e. the complete plane in 
2D; 

–the length of the elements along the crack tip (in 3D only). In

the plane, it is considered that the zone of interest is a disc around the crack tip of radius, Ra /5
being a  the depth of crack. In this zone, it is noted that approximately 4 to 6 elements are necessary 
to obtain an error on rate of energy restitution between 1% and 2%. Consequently, the maximum size 
of an element in this zone, noted, h1must be about. a /20Along

the crack tip, the discretization is related to the curvature of the crack tip. For a right bottom, some 
elements are enough. For a bottom curves, for example a quadrant, the number of elements along the 
bottom, noted, h2must be at least equal to 20. In

certain cases (in particular with a mesh in hexahedrons), one can regulate meshes independently the 
sizes of the formula  h1  formulates h2  in most case (meshes in tetrahedrons), the size of meshes is 

related to only one parameter user. h It is thus necessary that H satisfies the 2 conditions above, that 

is to say. h=minh1,h2The 2nd condition is not easy to write because it depends on the curvature of 

the crack tip. However it is very often the 1st condition which is most constraining on the size of meshes. 
h1h2One can thus conclude in the general case, the condition to respect on the size of meshes in 

the zone of interest: h  does not have to exceed. a /20Assessment

: In 

the general case, the size of meshes in a zone close to the crack tip must be about formula 
a /20  formula a  the depth of crack. Sizes about formula a /10  to have already a good idea of 
result. Techniques 

6.4 of refinement of mesh in the frame X-FEM

obtaining a mesh X-FEM on an industrial structure is not so easy. Two approaches can be considered: 
the introduction of a block fissures, or the mesh adaptation. 

The introduction of a block crack consists in defining during the creation of the mesh, a box including 
crack. The mesh in this box will be regulated, and the smoothness of the mesh must be a parameter 
of the procedure of mesh. The box must be sufficiently broad if the study the propagation of crack is 
considered. It is also necessary to create a zone of connection between the regulated box, and the 
rest of  structure with a grid into free. This approach was recently used in several  studies (see the 
notes of study [7] and [8]). This refined block can be also obtained by exploiting the cards of local 
sizes of the algorihtmes of meshes (Netgen, Blsurf). 

The  second approach  (recommended)  consists  in  carrying  out  an  adequate  mesh  by  successive 
refinements of an initial free mesh considered to be coarse. The criterion of refinement (or criterion of 
error)  is  based on the  distance to  the crack  tip.  An  example  of  use of  this  approach  per  mesh 
adaptation with the software Homard is presented in [9]. Its implementation is henceforth very easy, 
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thanks to the macro-command RAFF _XFEM which creates the field of error directly from the list of 
cracks.  This field  of  error must  then be given  as starter of  macro-command MACR  _ADAP_MAIL 
(see an example of mesh adaptation for X-FEM with the case test sslp317a, B, c). 

The following paragraph details this 2nd approach. Methodology

6.5 of refinement of mesh with Homard and level sets This

technique does not require to have the geometry (CAO). She calls only on the healthy initial  mesh. 
She by the command uses the software of refinement of mesh Homard, appealable since Code_Aster 
MACR _ADAP_MAIL. Determination

6.5.1 amongst call to Homard With
each call to Homard, meshes which will be cut out will see their divided size of a factor 2. It is thus 
easy to know the number of times that Homard should successively be called. Knowing the initial size 
of meshes in the zone of interest and h0  the face of meshes which one wishes to obtain with final 

(size  hc  targets),  it  is  necessary  to  call  Homard  at  least  time  nb_raff  ,  with. 

nb_raff≥
ln h0−ln hc

ln 2
One  recommends  to  take  formula  nb_raff=E n1  formula 

n=
lnh0−ln hc 

ln 2
The size of meshes after refinement will be thus of formula h=

h0
2nb_raff

 that very 

often, because of whole division, the final size is not exactly the target size not wished, but it is known 

that. 
hc
2
≤h≤hcNow

that the number of calls to Homard is given, it is necessary to know for each call to Homard how much 
meshes, and which, must be cut out (Homard control). Homard

6.5.2 control (error indicator and criterion of refinement) It
is necessary that Homard refines only meshes the closest to the crack tip. For that, it  is enough to 
provide him a field representing the distance to the crack tip in each node of the mesh. The nodes 
whose this distance is weakest make it possible to determine meshes to refine in priority. Question is 
then  the  following  one:  how much meshes is  it  necessary  to  cut  out  with  each call  to  Homard? 
One can is to impose: 

–a percentage of meshes to cut out, or

–to  choose  meshes  to  cut  out  all  whose  distance  to  the  bottom  is  lower  than  a  limiting  value 
(threshold). This limiting value can be the value of the radius of the zone of postprocessing (noted with 
R  the §6.322Criterion

with percentage of elements: difficulty in finding the good percentages, and they can depend on the 
position of the bottom (length of the bottom). That poses a problem in practice for the propagation. 
Although simple,  this criterion is disadvised because it  led to not very  optimal  meshes in terms of 
many nodes (see illustration on the sslp317a benchmark). Criterion

with threshold: meshes initial the very large ones can pose problem. Thus no mesh is cut out initially,  
because no mesh is completely at a distance lower than the threshold. RThe algorithm should then be 
forced to cut out and use a variable threshold. The threshold on the level of refinement  k  is written 

then. max R , h02k  Note:

Homard 

makes  it  possible  to  only  cut  out  meshes  whose  value  of  the  field  “of error” is  higher  than  the 
threshold. It was thus necessary to create a field of error such as meshes the closest to the crack tip 
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has the largest error. For that, the error is not the distance to d  the crack tip, but the opposite one of 

the distance  to  the  bottom,  is.  e=−dThe condition  formula  dmax R , h02k   becomes formula 

e=−d−max R , h02k   the threshold to be defined in Homard (CRIT_RAFF_ABS) is in fact equal 

to.  −maxR , h02k  It  is  also necessary to use the key word USAGE_CMP  = “RELATIF”. (see 

illustration on the sslp317b benchmark) On

certain meshes where meshes are lengthened a little, the use of a criterion with variable threshold as 
previously evoked does not function and no mesh is cut out initially.  A new error indicator by zone 
(indicating  binary)  was  recently  installed  (RAFF_XFEM/TYPE=' ZONE').  The  principle  of  this 
indicator is to be worth 1 in the zone to be refined (zone of interest) and 0 everywhere else. The zone 
of interest in 2d a disc around the crack tip and 3D a torus around the crack tip, is characterized by the 
data of a radius. RThis indicator makes it possible always to refine at least a mesh, and is simpler to 
use  than  the  preceding  indicator  (see  [U7.03.51]).  The  use  of  this  new  indicator  as  well  as 
associated methodology are advised.  It is used exclusively  with a criterion in absolute value in 
MAC _ADAP_MAIL (CRIT_RAFF_ABS built-in to 0,5). With this indicator, it is preferable to carry 

out a call to Homard besides, nb_raffwith DIAM_MIN built-in with. hcFor

an  illustration  of  this  methodology,  one  can  refer  to  the  benchmarks  sslv155  [B,  C],  sslv110f,  
sslp317c. A complete summary of this methodology is given to the paragraph according to Summary

6.6 of the methodology recommended of refinement of mesh One

can summarize the methodology recommended by the following algorithm: estimate

–of the size of meshes initial  in the zone of interest (it  is preferable that the sizes in this zone are 
homogeneous) → formula h0
–of  the  target  size  of  meshes after  refinement  of  the  zone  of  interest:  formulate  hc  and  a /10  

formulates a /40

–of the minimal number of refinements: , nb_raff=E n1with computation n=
lnh0−ln hc 

ln 2

–of the size of meshes after refinement: computation h=
h0
2nb_raff

–of the radius of the zone of interest: true R=5h
–number of iterations of the loop of adaptation: formulate nb_iter=nb_raff1
–adaptation -

definition of crack/interface on the courrant mesh -

computation of the indicator by zone (RAFF_XFEM/TYPE=' ZONE', RAYON=). R -

call to Homard with CRIT_RAFF_ABS = 0,5 and DIAM_MIN = formula hc

 

In the case of

the meshes whose size of  meshes is not  uniform  in  the zone of  interest,  one can use the same 
algorithm by noting formula  h0  the biggest  size of  meshes in  this zone.  But  the formula  formula 
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h=
h0
2nb_raff

 does not apply any more.  Thus the size of  meshes after refinement is unknown. One 

cannot thus choose formula  R=5h  formula  h  an unknown. Formula then is chosen  R=5hc  this 

choice is not optimal. One then advises after the phase of refinement to determine formula h  with the 
hand”, then die-to refine out of the zone of interest defined by formula R=5h  being a little delicate to 
implement, a macro-command is in the course of reflection. Advice
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7 and recommendations on the use of X-FEM Enrichment

7.1

the influence of the asymptotic zone of enrichment is notable. More the zone of enrichment is wide, 
better  is  the  accuracy  (in  linear  elastic  fracture  mechanics).  However,  one  cannot  extend  to  all 
structure  this  zone  of  enrichment  because  that  adds  many  additional  degrees  of  freedom  and 
especially, that strongly degrades the conditioning of the stiffness matrix, so much so that computation 
can  stop brutally  due to  null  pivot.  A  detailed  study of  the influence  of  the size  of  the  zone  of 
enrichment on the accuracy, the rate of convergence of the error and the conditioning of the system is 
presented in [10]. This reveals that it is necessary to limit the number of layers of elements nouveau 
riches to seven layers, a good compromise being four layers. 

The choice of the zone of enrichment is done at the present time in command DEFI_FISS_XFEM by 
the key word TYPE _ENRICHISSEMENT = “TOPOLOGIQUE ” or “GEOMETRIQUE ”. In the 
case  of  geometrical  enrichment,  one  informs  either  the  value  of  the  radius  of  enrichment  with 
RAYON_ENRI  , or the number of  layers with NB_COUCHES  ;  if  none of  these 2 key word is 
present an enrichment on 4 layers is carried out by default. Parameters

7.2 of CALC_G 

the use of  the method G-theta  with  X-FEM raises the same questions as for  the choices of  the 
numerical parameters as for a crack with a grid: values of radius of contour and Rinf  ,  Rsup type of 
lissage in 3D (and degree if lissage of the Legendre type). 
The fact that the crack is with a grid (classical method) or not (method X-FEM) does not change the 
way proceed. One will thus find advice complementary in the user guide of the operators of fracture 
mechanics [13]. Choice

of contour Generally
, it is not necessary that contour is too close to the crack tip (independently of the size of meshes), but 
sufficiently  far  from  edges of  the  structure  (attentions to  perforated  structures)  so that  the  crack 
assumption in infinite medium remains valid.  To fix an order of ideas, certain studies [14-15] showed 
that  the choice and  Rinf=2 h  where  Rsup=5h  is  h  the size of  an element  in  crack  tip,  is  a 
satisfactory choice. 

A computation is judged good when the results are independent of the refinement of the mesh and 
independent of the choice of radius and Rinf  . Rsup Once

contour is validated, if one refines the mesh it is better to keep same contour as to choose a contour 
which depends on the size on meshes. Let us note

that for X-FEM and a geometrical enrichment, it is preferable that the radius is Rinf  higher than radius 
of enrichment. 

An automatic  mode of  computation of  radius the formula  Rinf  formula  Rsup  is  also proposed by 
CALC_G. But one advises to check well  that these automatically  calculated values lead to results 
independent of the choice of radius. Choices

of the type of lissage Two
families of lissage are available: 

• lissage by  the  polynomials  of  Legendre:  (or  G  )  K is  then  a  linear  combination  of 
polynomials  of  Legendre.  This  solution  gives  regular  results  and  is  less  expensive  in 
computing times than the lissage of the Lagrange type. The polynomials of Legendre of high 
degree however amplify the numerical errors at the ends of the crack tip [13 ]; 

• the lissage of the Lagrange type is based on the shape functions of the linear elements of the 
crack tip. Thus, if  there are many points along the crack tip, the computation of will be G  
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expensive  (because proportional  to  the number of  points along the crack tip).  Moreover, 
result  will be often very irregular along the crack tip, because of variable distance between 
two successive points of the bottom. 

The solution to improve the results of the lissage of Lagrange and to decrease the computing times is 
to reduce the number of points in crack tip and to distribute uniformly. That is possible using key word 
NB_POINT_FOND of CALC_G . A ratio of about 4 between the initial nombre total of points and the 
number of points équi-distribute seems a good compromise. Conclusion

It

is strongly recommended to validate its model by comparing the results got for various refinements of 
mesh, various integration contours and two types of lissage (for example Legendre of degree 5 and 
Lagrange with equal distribution of the points of the bottom). Parameters

7.3 of POST _K1_K2_K3

the only parameter to be chosen is maximum curvilinear X-coordinate. s One advises to take higher 
s  than the radius enrichment. One also advises to bind the choice of in keeping with s  meshes, for 

example formula  s=5h An automatic  way of  calculating of  formula  s  is  also proposed. But  one 
advises to  check  well  that  the automatically  calculated value  leads to  results  independent  of  the 
choice of formula s
To reduce the computing times with POST _K1_K2_K3 which can quickly become prohibitory, one 
advises  to  limit  the  number  of  points  of  postprocessing  using  key  word  NB_POINT_FOND  . 
Postprocessing

7.4 on several crack tips In

computations  X-FEM,  several  crack  tips  can  be  defined  in  the  same  data  structure  fiss  _xfem 
(command DEFI_FISS_XFEM  ). Each call  to an operator of postprocessing (CALC_G or POST 
_K1_K2_K3) makes it possible to calculate and G  for  K  only one bottom at the same time 
(NUMERICAL  operand  _FOND).  However  in  the  case  of  a  study  of  crack  propagation  with 
PROPA_FISS  (see §27)27 it is necessary to have only one array on all  the containing the results 
crack tips. That is possible by call to operators CALC_G or POST _K1_K2_K3 as many times as 
crack tips, then by concatenation of the arrays in one only counts (see benchmark sslp 318a). Note:

If
one wants to remain in PAR _LOT=' OUI', that requires to know in advance the number of crack 
tips. In cases of  propagation complexes where the bottom of  subdivides in several  funds or if  the 
funds recombine between-them,  one cannot know in advance the number of  funds, and it  is then 
necessary  to  recover  this  number  in  the  sd  _fiss_xfem (in PAR  _LOT=' NON' with the 
command RECEIVED _TABLE, cf ssnv192a). Propagation

7.5

a computation of propagation is based on three ingredients: 
• a criterion of propagation (giving the increment of advanced crack), 
• a criterion of bifurcation (giving the angle of bifurcation), 
• an algorithm of update of crack. So that

a computation of propagation is correct, it is necessary that these three ingredients are it too. The first 
two ingredients are common to cracks with a grid or not. Only third has specificities specific  to the 
frame X-FEM. Criterion

of propagation Usually
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, one uses a model of Paris whose entries are materials parameters, the factors of intensity of the 
stresses and the number of cycles to be simulated. It is thus necessary to know on the one hand these 
materials  parameters.  Moreover,  the accuracy and the regularity  of  the factors of  intensity  of  the 
stresses are a key element of the propagation. A weak error (about 1 or 2% on)  K can involve 
important differences over the life duration (figure 48 of [16]). The number of cycles to be simulated is 
normally  a free  parameter.  However,  a  too weak choice  of  this  number  of  cycles could  imply  a 
propagation a length much lower than an element. It is thus more convenient, to control the projection 
not of  many cycles but in maximum increment of  advanced (“DA_MAX”). It  is recommended to 
choose a maximum projection of 1 or 2 elements. Criterion

of bifurcation
a comparison of the several criteria of bifurcation was not made yet. But it would seem that in 2D, all 
the criteria of bifurcation are worth, which is not the case in 3D. A thesis is in hand on a model of 
fatigue crack propagation in mixed mode with LMT Cachan and AREVA [17]. Algorithm

of update of crack In
the frame X-FEM, the cracks being represented by of the level sets, the update of crack returns to the 
update (or reactualization) of  level  sets. Operator PROPA_FISS  proposes 4 methods for that (cf 
§9).9These four methods do not have theoretical limit of use, but in practice they are not worth all, and 
they have each specificity. Generally

, method UPWIND requires that the mesh is regular. If it is not the case, it is imperative to create 
one auxiliary grid (regular) and to define it in PROPA_FISS . Method “SIMPLEXE ” gives better 
results  on free  meshes that  on structured  meshes.  If  that  is  possible,  one will  privilege  method 
“UPWIND ” with method “SIMPLEXE ”. 
 
Method GEOMETRIQUE  is a new method which was formulated and introduced into Code_Aster 
recently . The first tests which were made showed that this method is much more powerful and robust 
that the three others  three and that its use is very easy from the point of view of the user: it does not 
require auxiliary  grid,  as in the case of  method UPWIND  , and uses only the mesh of  structure, 
unlike the method MAILLAGE . Its use is thus identical to that of methods SIMPLEXE or UPWIND 
without auxiliary grid but it is much more stable and powerful. Notice

on  the  choice  of  the  zone  of  up  to  date  maise  (methods  UPWIND  ,  SIMPLEXE  ,  and 
GEOMETRIQUE ) : 
Key word ZONE _MAJ=' TORE' and RAYON_TORE make it possible to limit  update zone of 
level sets. Caution: in the cases of cracks with several crack tips (for example in the case of a crack of 
type segment, in 2d, which have 2 crack tips), one does not need which T ore includes the other funds 
of crack (even if these other funds are “apart from the mesh”). It is thus necessary to limit the value of 
RAYON_TORE to a zone “close” to the crack tip. In 

  
2d: For
a sufficiently fine mesh, the 4 methods give very similar results, but the method “MAILLAGE ” is 
fastest. One thus recommends to use in 2d the method “MAILLAGE ”. One will be able to refer to 
[11] for examples of propagation 2d with the method “MAILLAGE  ” and with [15] for comparisons 
between the three methods in 2d. In

3D: In
plane propagation, a comparison between the three methods for the propagation 3D [18] showed that 
the 4 methods give  similar  results on an industrial  structure,  but  that  the method “MAILLAGE  ” 
seems most powerful, followed closely by method “UPWIND ”. Let us note however that method 
“UPWIND ” is more delicate to set up auxiliary grid on free meshes because of the addition of one. 
In
NON-plane propagation, a study [19] showed that the method “MAILLAGE  ” is not completely any 
more robust  when the propagation becomes really  NON-plane.  In this  case,  one advises method 
“UPWIND ”. One
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will be able to also refer to [12] for examples of plane propagation 3D with the method “MAILLAGE ”. 
The sslv317a benchmark presents a case of out-plane propagation with adaptive refinement according 
to the evolution of the crack tip with the method “MAILLAGE ”. Note:

It
is also possible to update the level sets without passing by PROPA_FISS :  by modifying with each 
step of propagation the characteristics of crack with imposed form, in DEFI_FISS_XFEM (similar to 
methodology PROFAT). This technique give satisfactory results [16], but remains restricted with the 
cases of plane propagations, with a crack which is propagated by keeping the same form (semi-elliptic 
for example). In short

: For
• the  quasi-plane  propagation  2d,  3D  plane  or  3D,  it  is  to  better  use  the  method 

MAILLAGE ;  For
• the propagation 3D out-plane, it is to better use method GEOMETRIQUE 
• method SIMPLEXE  will be reabsorbed
• method UPWIND allows comparisons with the other international codes. Robustness

in 2D mixed and 3D 
plane Robustness

in 3D mixed Facility of use Performances MAILLAGE

++  ++ + SIMPLEX
E

+    Υ Π Ω Ι
Ν ∆  

++ +  + GEOMET
RIQUE

++ ++  ++ Contact

 

7.6 friction

the use of contact-friction with the method X-FEM is present in the code at experimental title, and is 
the object of searches. The taking into account of the terms of friction is not correct in the general 
case. In particular, only the cracks of low curvature will give correct results. In addition

, the convergence of the continuous method is far from being systematic. In the actual position, the 
choice  of  the  diagram  of  integration  for  the  terms  of  contact-friction  is  a  crucial  point  for  the 
convergence of simulations X-FEM. The advised diagrams are the diagrams containing the nodes of 
the  element  like  points  of  integrations  (INTEGRATION=' NOEUD', “SIMPSON  ”, “NCOTES  ” 
under key word CONTACT ). Conclusions
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8 This

document gathers the data elements available on the method X-FEM in Code_Aster . The limits and 
the possibilities of X-FEM are pointed out, and of the examples of implementation in a case without 
then with contact are presented. In

the future, this document will be supplemented by: 
• the use of error indicators for X-FEM, 
• the postprocessing of the terms of contact on the model of visualization. Bibliography 
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